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Meet the Prinicpal
It gives me great pleasure to introduce myself as the first Principal in the School’s history. 
I have been a teacher for 23 years having graduated as a Marine Biologist from Plymouth 
University. I have been a senior leader for the past 15 years and see my role as ensuring your 
son or daughter’s learning experience is second to none. As a father of four young children, I 
am acutely aware of the importance of a high quality education for the whole child and truly 
believe that is what we do well here at Michael Hall School. I will be working closely with the 
teachers, tutors and guardians to ensure that teaching, learning and care promotes progress 
and enjoyment and making a decision to study your GCSE subjects here provides you with an 
opportunity to experience breadth and depth over quantity of qualification. Students are pro-
vided with rounded experience which prepares them for the challenges of the 21st Century. 

Paul Farr - Principal
Contact information - paul.farr@michaelhall.co.uk Paul Farr

Meet the Assistant Upper School Prinicpals

Michaela Devaris - Assistant Principal Upper School
Contact information - michaela.devaris@michaelhall.co.uk

Richard Siddons - Assistant Principal Upper School
Contact information - richard.siddons@michaelhall.co.uk



GCSE Option Blocks 2020-2021

How to make the best choices for you
All students taking GCSEs will also be benefitiing from the Steiner Waldorf  Curriculum that runs alongside these subjects, please see 

the separate booklet. 
 All students take English, Maths and Double Award Science, giving four core GCSEs. It’s an option for students to chose up to three 
more GCSE subjects. When making a choice, we suggest that students and their parents think carefully about their needs to keep up 
with homework and assignments and perhaps consider whether they wish to include some study periods as an 
alternative to taking a subject. These study periods are made up of one double and one single lesson supervised in the Library, 
designed for 
students to work on their other GCSE subjects, with access to a computer and printer. 
• What subjects do you really enjoy?
• What are your strongest skills? (discuss this with your Class Teacher and Parents)
• Have a look at the subjects available and see if there is a match between those you enjoy and the skills you have.
• Find out how subjects are assessed. The balance between Non-Examination Assessments and exams is different for every 
 subject.
• Think about the balance of your subjects.
• Do not to make choices based on a particular teacher or on what your friends are doing. Teachers change and best friends  
 can be placed in different groups!
• Make the most of any Subject Evenings, presentations within class, conversations with teachers and older students.
• Put plenty of time aside to think and talk about your choices – DO NOT  leave it to the last minute.
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GCSE COURSE INFORMATION - CORE SUBJECTS

I grew up in rural Scotland as an avid reader and nature lover and took a degree in English Literature 
at Edinburgh University. In my mid-twenties - after several years of working abroad in a variety of 
roles such as outdoor instructor, nanny or TEFL, and always feeling a draw towards child develop-
ment and education-  I discovered Waldorf schools.
I found their principles and ideas rich and exciting and returned to the UK to join the two year 
teacher training course at Michael Hall. Whilst doing my class teacher training I soon met and began 
to work with the late Liz Attwell, a dedicated and inspiring English teacher. After I finished my training 
I did a year’s apprenticeship with her and then began teaching GCSE English. I left the school to have 
my two children and since then have been a part-time self-employed English teacher.

I am passionate about creating the conditions for lively interaction, active learning and living thinking 
and am looking forward to returning to Michael Hall in this time of challenge and transformation.
catharine.fenton@michaelhall.co.uk

Course Content
At Michael Hall, we follow the AQA specification for English Language. For this course there are no set texts, with students responding 
to questions relating to unseen extracts across two examinations. In preparation, over the two year course, the texts we study are the 
vehicles to allow students to practise the analytical and creative writing skills they will need in the exams. The texts in the exams and 
in our preparation range across fiction and non-fiction from the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries.

Students are assessed upon their analytical and evaluative skills alongside the ability to communicate with clarity and insight.

A Speaking and Listening assessment is completed (and 
recorded) during Class 10 to assess oral communication 
skills.
Since June 2017, the examination has been graded 1-9 
(with 9 demonstrating excellence) and the Speaking 
and Listening endorsement Pass, Merit or Distinction. 
There is one tier of paper for all abilities.

Catharine Fenton

ENGLISH GCSE
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Arriving at Michael Hall in the autumn of 2018, I spent most of last year working closely with GCSE classes 
and those few students retaking the English language exam paper this summer. I’m delighted to say, 
the results have been impressive. I also worked closely with the Class 9 & 10 small groups both GCSE 
and Functional Skills and with very good outcomes. My English degree is from Leeds University, where 
I enjoyed Theatre Studies as part of the course and excelled at English grammar! I worked in broadcast 
journalism then as a magazine journalist and editor for 16 years. I’ve tutored and taught English GCSE 
since 2010. This year our English department has been restructured to enable all students in Class 9 and 
10 will study poetry across the ages and a 20th century novel to help them develop joy in learning. These 
will form the basis for language skills work. 
emma.peters@michaelhall.co.uk

Emma Peters

Meet the Teachers



EXAMINATION BOARD
AQA Specification 8700

EXAM PAPER
Paper 1: Counts for 50% of the overall qualification
Explorations in Creative Reading & Writing - 1h 45 minutes written paper
•  Section A: Reading - One literature fiction text 
•  Section B: Writing - Descriptive or narrative writing

Paper 2: Counts for 50% of the overall qualification
Writer’s Viewpoints and Perspectives - 1h 45 minutes written paper
•  Section A: Reading - One non-fiction text and one literary non-fiction text
•  Section B: Writing - writing to present a viewpoint

Non-examination Assessment: Spoken Language
•  Presenting
•  Responding to questions and feedback
•  Use of Standard English

ONLINE RESOURCES
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/examspecs/zcbchv4
Past papers https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/z8bkwxs/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/user/mrbruff/videos 
https://uk.ixl.com 

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
2 hours per fortnight

HOW WORK IS STORED
All students in Class 9 are provided with an A4 ring binder and a cardboard folder for their homework and in Class 10 they will be 
given an exercise book.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
All students will need a highlighter. 
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher 
will give a “traffic light” colour for each student to indicate how they are progressing 
towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available via the Parent Portal every half-term.  



Course Content
Maths is being taught to a much higher standard in Lower School and most students come into the Upper School well prepared 
to handle the challenges that the GCSE course brings. There is more problem solving involved, with different concepts being used 
together. The subject content is taught from 6 categories:

  1.  Number
  2.  Algebra
  3.  Ratio, proportion and rates of change
  4.  Geometry and measures
  5.  Probability
  6.  Statistics

Maths is for everyone. It is diverse, engaging and essential in equipping students with the right skills to reach their future 
destination, whatever that may be. 

There is no coursework for this subject.

New elements in this course are: AU (Assessing Understanding), PS (Problem Solving), FM (Functional Mathematics and QWC 
(Quality of Written Communication).

Three exams are taken in the Summer Term of Class 10; one is a Non-Calculator Paper the other two Calculator Papers. Students 
will be entered for either the Higher (9-4) or 
Foundation (5 –1) tier.

NB: As well as our standard tracking, the Maths Department hold regular end of topic tests and an end of year test. 

I joined Michael Hall in September 2014 to teach GCSE Maths. I have been a qualified teacher of 
Science since 2002 and Maths since 2012. My role in previous years has also included Head of 
Science Department and Head of Year, which have all enabled me to grasp a sound 
knowledge of curriculum, exams, intervention, support and pastoral care.
I was one of a team of lead teachers in Southwalk for promoting 
teaching and learning using creative and innovative ideas. This is an 
area I am really interested in and look to develop continually. I am 
inspired to find new ways to challenge students and encourage 
students where Maths is not their strongest subject. Currently, I am also Co-Guardian for Class 11 
and am thrilled to be able to carry them through into the A-Level years after being their Guardian 
in Classes 9 and 10. I am also a member of the Pastoral Care team.
srisha.sreedharan@michaelhall.co.uk

Srisha Sreedharan

MATHS GCSE
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Meet the Teacher



EXAMINATION BOARD
AQA GCSE Mathematics (8300)

EXAM PAPER
Paper 1: Non-Calculator Paper- 1h 30 minutes written paper
•  A mix of question styles, from short, single-mark questions to multi-step problems. 
The mathematical demand increases as a student progresses through the paper.
Counts for 33% of the overall qualification

Paper 2: Calculator Paper- 1h 30 minutes written paper
•  A mix of question styles, from short, single-mark questions to multi-step problems. 
The mathematical demand increases as a student progresses through the paper.
Counts for 33% of the overall qualification

Paper 3: Calculator Paper- 1h 30 minutes written paper
•  A mix of question styles, from short, single-mark questions to multi-step problems. 
The mathematical demand increases as a student progresses through the paper.
Counts for 33% of the overall qualification

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
1 hour weekly, plus regular 10/15 mins independent practice recommended.

ONLINE RESOURCES
GCSE Bitesize Maths 
Khan Academy 
My GCSE Maths  

HOW WORK IS STORED
All folders/exercise books will be provided.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
Students will need a Scientific Calculator, Ruler, Compass and Protractor. 
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half-term.  



Course Content
GCSEs have changed and we are now following the new AQA 9-1 GCSE specification for Science GCSE; this is Combined Science: 
Trilogy. This double award is equivalent to two GCSEs and covers much of the same content as the old Science A and Additional 
Science.
Trilogy covers the three sciences in the traditional fashion and takes a more logical and coherent journey through the content.
The main difference is that of the Controlled Practical Assessments. The students are no longer required to sit practical skills exams, 
as this is now assessed during the course through 16 required practicals.

Science subjects offer the opportunity to acquire transferrable skills such as:

• Using knowledge and understanding to pose questions and define problems
• Planning and carrying out investigative activities, including appropriate risks management in a range of contexts
• Collecting, selecting, processing, analysing and interpreting primary and secondary data to prove evidence and data
• Understanding the relationship between Science and society
• Developing communication skills in scientific contexts

The teaching of Science in the Lower School at Michael Hall gives an excellent preparation for the GCSE course and the three Science 
teachers (one each for Biology, Chemistry and Physics) work closely as a team to guide students through this fascinating course.

The Biology Component of GCSE
The scheme for Biology includes Cell Biology; Organisation; Disease, infection and response; Bioenergetics; Nerves, Hormones and 
Homoeostasis; Reproduction, inheritance, variation and evolution; Ecology.

Of course, in many ways, the GCSE just serves to whet the appetite and awaken the students to the possibilities of Science. This is 
where the Main Lessons come in.
Naturally there is some overlap between the subjects covered, but the way this is done is very different.This is often where we can 
really enthuse the students.

Meet the Teacher
After stints as an NHS microbiologist and running a ‘Green’ shop, I trained as a Science teacher in 
1995,specialising in Biology to A-level. After gaining QTS, I re-trained as a Waldorf Class-Teacher on 
the NESTT course whilst working as an assistant teacher in Botton. I took a combined class through 
from Class 1 to Class 8. I also taught Woodwork, Gym and Form Drawing.
Doing the Bothmer Gym course built connections with Michael Hall, and I came here as an Upper 
School Science teacher in 2008.
In addition to Biology I have taught Physics and Chemistry (Main Lesson and Exam) here, as well as 
EFL, Gym and Religion.
I was a Trustee for 8 years, the SWSF rep for 5 years and latterly Upper School Faculty Chair.
I am passionate about Science, Spirituality and History; trying to understand in the big sense 
how we got here (and perhaps where we’re headed) and sharing that understanding.
simon.grimshaw@michaelhall.co.uk

NB: Dudo Rae also teachers this subject (see page 14) 
Simon Grimshaw
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SCIENCE GCSE - BIOLOGY



EXAMINATION BOARD
Combined Science: Trilogy AQA Specification 8464 Foundation/ Higher Tier

EXAM PAPER
Biology Paper 1- 1h 15 minutes written paper
•  Topics assessed: Biology topics 1–4: Cell Biology; Organisation; Infection and response; and Bioenergetics.
Counts for 16.7% of the overall qualification

Biology Paper 2- 1h 15 minutes written paper
•  Topics assessed: Biology topics 5–7: Homeostasis and response; Inheritance, variation and evolution; and Ecology.
Counts for 16.7% of the overall qualification

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
2 hours per fortnight, roughly 40 mins per science subject

ONLINE RESOURCES
GCSE Bitesize, Khan Academy, My GCSE, s-cool, Kerboodle, Physics and Maths Tutor
YouTube – Primrose Kitten and freescience

HOW WORK IS STORED
Work is stored in an A4 binder and students are also provided with a cardboard folder for tansporting work 

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
None
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. The predicted grades are primarily based on test scores (including 
the mocks), with minor adjustments for homework and in-class performance. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” 
colour for each student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information 
will be available via the Parent Portal every half-term.  



Course Content
GCSEs have changed and we are now following the new AQA 9-1 GCSE specification for Science GCSE; this is Combined Science: 
Trilogy. This double award is equivalent to two GCSEs and covers much of the same content as the old Science A and Additional 
Science.

Trilogy covers the three sciences in the traditional fashion and takes a more logical and coherent journey through the content.
 
The main difference is that of the Controlled Practical Assessments. The students are no longer required to sit practical skills exams, 
as this is now assessed during the course through 16 required practicals.

Science subjects offer the opportunity to acquire transferrable skills such as:

• Using knowledge and understanding to pose questions and define problems
• Planning and carrying out investigative activities, including appropriate risk management in a range of contexts
• Collecting, selecting, processing, analysing and interpreting primary and secondary data to prove evidence and data
• Understanding the relationship between Science and society
• Developing communication skills in scientific contexts

The teaching of Science in the Lower School at Michael Hall gives an excellent preparation for the GCSE course and the 
three Science teachers (one each for Biology, Chemistry and Physics) work closely as a team to guide students through this 
fascinating course.

The Chemistry Component of GCSE
This is the content for the Chemistry component- Atomic Structure and the Periodic Table; Bonding, Structure and Properties of 
matter; Quantitative Chemistry; Chemical changes; 
Energy Changes; Rates of Reactions; Organic Chemistry; Analysis. The Atmosphere, and using resources.

From this there is a natural progression into the more tangible properties of matter, with the general theme of Earth 
Materials- carbonate rock and its uses; metals, their extraction and the environmental issues around mining; the 
formation of oil, environmental considerations of using it as fuel, the various products we make from it and the 
environmental impact of their disposal.
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Meet the Teacher 
I have been working at Michael Hall since 2017. Previous to this I was a trustee on the School’s 
Council of Trustees. I have a BSc in Microbiology, and before teaching at Michael Hall, I taught 
GCSE and A-level Science for almost 10 years at a comprehensive school in London.
angela.bourke@michaelhall.co.uk

NB:Dudo Rae also teachers this subject (see page 14)

Angela Bourke

SCIENCE GCSE - CHEMISTRY



EXAMINATION BOARD
Combined Science: Triology AQA Specification 8464 Foundation/ Higher Tier

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
2 hours per fortnight, roughly 40 mins per science subject

EXAM PAPER
Chemistry Paper 1- 1h 15 minutes written paper
•  Topics assessed: Chemistry topics 8–12: Atomic structure and the periodic table; Bonding, structure, and the properties of  

 matter; Quantitative chemistry; Chemical changes; and Energy changes.
Counts for 16.7% of the overall qualification

Chemistry Paper 2- 1h 15 minutes written paper
•  Topics assessed: Chemistry topics 13–17: The rate and extent of chemical change; Organic chemistry; Chemical analysis;   

 Chemistry of the atmosphere; and Using resources.
Counts for 16.7% of the overall qualification

ONLINE RESOURCES
GCSE Bitesize, Khan Academy, My GCSE, s-cool, Kerboodle, Physics and Maths Tutor
YouTube – Primrose Kitten and freescience

HOW WORK IS STORED
Work is stored in an A4 binder and provided at the beginning of term, including a Periodic Table chart. 

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
None
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half-term.  



Course Content
GCSEs have changed and we are now following the new AQA 9-1 GCSE specification for Science GCSE; this is Combined Science: Trilogy. This 
double award is equivalent to two GCSEs and covers much of the same content as the old Science A and Additional Science.
Trilogy covers the three sciences in the traditional fashion and takes a more logical andcoherent journey through the content.
The main difference is that of the Controlled Practical Assessments. The students are no longer required to sit practical skills exams, as this is 
now assessed during the course through 16 required practicals.

Science subjects offer the opportunity to acquire transferrable skills such as:

• Using knowledge and understanding to pose questions and define problems
• Planning and carrying out investigative activities, including appropriate risks management in a range of contexts
• Collecting, selecting, processing, analysing and interpreting primary and secondary data to prove evidence and data
• Understanding the relationship between Science and society
• Developing communication skills in scientific contexts

The teaching of Science in the Lower School at Michael Hall gives an excellent preparation for the GCSE course and the three Science 
teachers (one each for Biology, Chemistry and Physics) work closely as a team to guide students through this fascinating course.

The Physics Component of GCSE
In GCSE Physics, students shift from the qualitative approach of the Middle School to a more quantitative but at the same time 
phenomenological approach to the natural world. At the same time the focus moves from a ‘me-centred’ universe to an objective view which 
behaves according to great unchanging laws. They learn that, from a physical viewpoint, everything can be understood and even predicted in 
terms of these laws.

The topics explored in Class 9 are Conservation and dissipation of energy, Heat, Resources, Electric circuits, Electricity in the home, Materials 
science, Radioactivity, Forces in balance, Motion.
The topics explored in Class 10 are Force and motion, Wave properties, Electromagnetic waves, Electromagnetism, Review of the two years.

Seven required practicals will be undertaken in the context of the topics as they are taught. These will not be marked explicitly but rather stu-
dents’ understanding and methodology will be assessed through topic test questions, and exam questions during revision periods. Topic tests 
which are held every 2-3 weeks at the end of subject blocks will always draw upon previous exam questions so that students are ready 
to face the ‘real stuff’ when they get there.
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SCIENCE GCSE - PHYSICS

Meet the Teacher

I joined Michael Hall in 2017 and now work as GCSE Science Teacher at the Upper School at 
Michael Hall. Upon arrival in the UK from Greenland, I worked at the University of Oxford, 
Department of Medicine, in an administrative role, but was quickly inspired and encouraged by my 
colleagues to pursue my interest in Science. I moved to Glasgow where I commenced and obtained 
my BSc in Biochemistry/Immunology. After graduating I relocated and worked in London before 
settling in Tunbridge Wells for a more tranquil environment to bring up my daughter. I have worked 
for a little while as Assistant Teacher before deciding to teach Science full-time, a decision I am not 
regretting. I thoroughly enjoy trying to inspire the students to love Science as much as I do, and I 
believe I have found the profession I should have entered long ago.
dudo.rae@michaelhall.co.uk Dudo Rae



EXAMINATION BOARD
Combined Science: Triology AQA Specification 8464 Foundation/ Higher Tier

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
2 hours per fortnight, roughly 40 mins per science subject

EXAM PAPER
Physics Paper 1- 1h 15 minutes written paper
•  Topics assessed: Physics topics 18–21: Energy; Electricity; Particle model of matter; and Atomic structure.
Counts for 16.7% of the overall qualification

Physics Paper 2- 1h 15 minutes written paper
•  Topics assessed: Physics topics 22–24: Forces; Waves; and Magnetism and electro magnetism
Counts for 16.7% of the overall qualification

ONLINE RESOURCES
GCSE Bitesize, Khan Academy, My GCSE, s-cool, Kerboodle, Physics and Maths Tutor
YouTube – Primrose Kitten and freescience

OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half-term.  

HOW WORK IS STORED
Work is stored in an A4 binder and provided at the beginning of term.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
None
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OPTIONAL GCSE SUBJECTS
As well as the four compulsory GCSE subjects, pupils can select up to three further GCSEs from the following list. 

Course Content
Students develop the skills learnt in the Lower School and Middle School in Drawing, Painting and Art Research and are 
encouraged to explore new Artistic media such as Paperwork, Printmaking and Sculpture.

The curriculum for GCSE ART Class 9 and 10 addresses the students’ necessity to develop: observational skills (learning how to 
encounter the world trough drawing, painting and other artistic media, and enjoying a sense of discovery and wonder); mark 
making skills (exploration of broad range of materials and techniques); and refinement of artistic judgment (developing the 
capacity of self-reflective practice about their own work and the works of others, to be able to translate own ideas into artistic 
experiences).

Contextualixation with the Art world, specific artists and genres, and processes becomes exciting on this journey of bringing a 
higher understanding of the Arts and their mission. It is expected that on the journey, students can increase knowledge, 
confidence and enjoyment as intuitive and creative beings. The coursework is structured on modules tackling different themes, 
each theme based on Steiner’s thoughts on developmental stages, allowing each individual student to find an artistic exploration 
path they can relate and thrive. This experience is developed, refined and recorded on visually engaging sketchbooks and 
supporting pieces that present us the amazing journey of discovery, trial, error and success to achieve personal, skilled, and 
insightful Art outcomes.

Meet the Teacher
I first graduated in Landscape Architecture, where I was able to develop my interest in 
Botanic and Landscape Design. As I kept a special inner will to work in Fine Arts, I continued 
my training in Illustration, Fine Art (painting, printmaking, artist books) and Ceramics. I 
have done a teaching Post-Degree Training and have been teaching since 2003 in secondary 
schools and universities. I took a Masters Degree in Visual Arts Teaching for Upper School. My 
anthroposophic background comes from my four year professional training as an Art Therapist 
and Extra Method Lessons. Such trainings and the continuous development of my studies in 
Anthroposophy and Goethe’s Scientific Method expanded the way I observe and integrate 
myself in the world and have changed my personal and professional attitude. I have started 
my PhD in Landscape Aesthetics and Ecological Urbanism. 
Contact information - ana.lemos@michaelhall.co.uk
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Ana Lemos

ART GCSE 



EXAMINATION BOARD
Edexcel Art & Design: Fine Art Specification 1FA0

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION - 2 hours per fortnight, this can be viewed in advance on 
the students task sheet in their sketchbook.

EXAM PAPER
Component 1: Personal Portfolio - 60%: 2/3 Thematic projects, internally set and assessed and externally moderated.
This component allows students opportunities to:

• develop and explore ideas
• research primary and contextual sources
• experiment with media, materials, techniques and processes
• present personal response(s) to theme(s) set by the school.

Component 2: Externally Set Assignment - 40%: Externally set exam project title. 
Internally assessed and externally moderated Students must continue to work in the same title as they did for the Personal Portfolio.
Students must present personal response(s) to an externally set broad-based thematic starting point, set by Pearson Edexcel in the ESA paper

This component allows students opportunities to:

•  develop and explore ideas
•  research primary and contextual sources
•  experiment with media, materials, techniques and processes
•  present personal response(s) to the externally-set theme.

The Externally Set Assignment (ESA) represents the culmination of the GCSE course as it draws together all the knowledge, understanding and skills 
developed in Component 1.

ONLINE RESOURCES AND EXTRA HELP
BBC bitesize, Tate Gallery www.tate.org.uk, www.art2day.co.uk

Monday lunchtimes 12:15 - 12:45, Art GCSE Clinic

OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half term. Students also receive comments on their coursework book and in their school planners.

HOW WORK IS STORED
Work is stored in a sketchbook and portfolio

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
All students are encouraged to buy an art starter pack, costing around £30. This includes basic art materials so they can have the 
materials needed for homework outside lessons.
At the moment no trips planned, but normally they would have 1 trip to a Gallery.
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Course Content
This course engages and encourages students to become confident performers and designers with the skills they need for a bright and 
successful future.
There is as much opportunity as possible for students to do what they like best – participate in performance. 
All students: 
• devise drama 
• explore texts practically 
• work on two text-based performances. 

Students can choose to develop as a: 
• performer 
• designer (lighting, sound, set, costume, puppets) 
• performer and designer. 

Whichever option they choose, students can be sure to gather many invaluable skills, both theatrical and transferable, to expand their horizons. 
This qualification is linear. Linear means that students undertake all non-exam assessment (NEA) in the certification year and sit the written 
exam at the end of the course. 

Content – There are 5 areas of study: 
•  Characteristics of performance text(s) and dramatic work(s) 
•  Social, cultural and historical contexts 
•  How meaning is interpreted and communicated 
•  Drama and theatre terminology and how to use it appropriately 
•  The roles and responsibilities of theatre makers in contemporary professional practice 

The assessed areas for GCSE Drama is divided into three components: 
1.  Understanding drama 
2.   Devising drama 
3.   Texts in practice 

Dan Skinner

Meet the Teachers 
Prior to becoming a Waldorf teacher, I was a professional actor for 15 years. As a founder member of The Rose 
Theatre Company and lead actor in Portal productions English language versions of Rudolf Steiner’s Mystery Dramas 
my theatre knowledge and experience is still today inspired by the power of theatre as a path of transformation. 
Having given theatre workshops all over the world to children and adults alike, and now with 3 years speech and 
drama and 11 years of class teaching in Steiner schools behind me, I am very happy to have started a GCSE Drama 
Programme at Michael Hall. My work with The Rose Theatre Company, touring to over 100 venues across Europe, 
producing and acting in Shakespeare plays, children’s theatre and devised work, and my experience as an actor with 
Enrique Pardo’s Pantheatre will form a sure foundation for my coaching on this new and exciting course. I am happy 
to be working with my former Rose Theatre colleague Zoe Crowder.dan.skinner@michaelhall.co.uk 
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Zoe Crowder

DRAMA GCSE 

I am an old scholar of Michael Hall. I trained as an actor at Cygnet Training Theatre (Patron: Peter Brook) 
and then spent 11 years working professionally, performing in the West End, across Europe and Canada. My 
interest in ensemble based work finally led me to study with the acclaimed Song of the Goat Theatre (Poland), 
for which I received a Masters Degree from Manchester Metropolitan University. I am pleased to be working 
with my former Rose Theatre collaborator Dan Skinner, to bring an exciting GCSE programme to the Upper 
School.
zoe.crowder@michaelhall.co.uk



EXAMINATION BOARD
AQA Specification 8261

EXAM PAPER
Component 1: Understanding Drama- 1h 45 minutes open book written paper
What’s assessed?
•  Knowledge and understanding of drama and theatre
•  Study of one set play from a choice of six
•  Analysis and evaluation of the work of live theatre makers
Questions
•  Section A: multiple choice 
•  Section B: four questions on a given extract from the set play chosen (44 marks)
Section C: one question (from a choice) on the work of theatre makers in a single live theatre production 
What’s assessed?
•  Performance of two extracts from one play (students may contribute as performer or designer)
•  Free choice of play but it must contrast with the set play chosen for Component 1 
Counts for 20% of the overall qualification
Counts for 40% of the overall qualification

Component 2: Devising Drama (Practical)- Assessed through Devising Log
What’s assessed?
•  Process of creating devised drama
•  Performance of devised drama (students may contribute as performer or designer)
•  Analysis and evaluation of own work
Counts for 40% of the overall qualification

Component 3: Texts in Practice (Practical) - Assessed through Performance of Extracts 1 & 2 

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION - 2 hours per fortnight. A written task every 2 weeks and extension work given for individual tasks often 
specific research online about plays or companies.

ONLINE RESOURCES Information about the drama GCSE can be found at: 
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/drama/gcse/drama-8261

OUR TRACKING 
Students will be given a predicted grade at the end of year 1, and their progress will be assessed termly with clear written 
feedback given.

HOW WORK IS STORED
Part of the work is assessed through performance, part through a written exam and part through a devising performance log: 
maintaining a performance log and notebook will be crucial to the students’ success. Saving essay files online in a folder will also 
be an essential way to develop skills in drama analysis and performance evaluation.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
GCSE Drama students will be seeing several plays over the course of two years.
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Course Content
This new 2 year course concentrates on the development and practice of conversation, listening and reading comprehension and 
writing skills based on the kind of language young people would need in everyday life. The topics covered are: Family and 
relationships, School Life, Holidays, House and Local Area, Work Experience, Leisure Pursuits, Healthy Living and Environmental 
Issues.

We use the EDEXCEL course book “Stimmt” with audio material, a grammar book and some other authentic materials. Our exam 
board is Edexcel.

All 4 parts of the exam (listening, reading speaking and writing) will be assessed at the end of Class 10.

In order to deepen the students’ understanding for the culture that surrounds the language, we continue working with German 
literature and poetry.

The teaching groups are medium sized with a friendly working atmosphere.

NB: As well as the online tracking held on our Parent Portal, all language teachers keep a ‘mark book’. This book holds all results of 
any tests. Feedback will be given in the exercise books on the students’ work, homework or tests. 
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Simone Pritchard

Meet the Teacher
I grew up in Germany and have always enjoyed languages. I have studied German literature and 
Russian to a degree level.
I taught German and Russian in Germany. After coming to England I started teaching German in 
state schools to GCSE and A level.
I became very interested in Waldorf education, especially after my children were born and over 
the years attended several courses in teaching foreign languages in Steiner schools.
For the last 18 years I have greatly enjoyed teaching German to all ages (Classes 1-12) in Michael 
Hall.
simone.pritchard@michaelhall.co.uk

GERMAN GCSE 



EXAMINATION BOARD
Edexcel Specification 1GN0 Foundation/ Higher Tier

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
2 hours per week

EXAM PAPER
Paper 1: Listening and Understanding (25% of the total GCSE marks) 
•  45 minutes (plus 5 minutes of reading time)

Paper 2: Speaking (25% of the total GCSE marks) 
•  10 - 12 minutes (plus 12 minutes of preparation time) 
•  Task 1: Role play 
•  Task 2: Questions based on a picture stimulus 
•  Task 3: General Conversation based on two themes 

Paper 3: Reading and Understanding (25% of the total GCSE marks) 
•  60 minutes 
•  Includes short translation from German into English 

Paper 4: Writing (25% of the total GCSE marks) 
•  80 minutes 
•  Question 1 - 80/90 words (from choice of two questions) 
•  Question 2 - 130/150 words (from choice of two questions) 
•  Question 3 - translation from English into German

ONLINE RESOURCES
Duolinguo; linguascope (students will be given a log-in from their teacher). 

HOW WORK IS STORED
In exercise books handed out at the beginning of term.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
None
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half term.  



Course Content
Why choose Spanish?

• There are 400 million native speakers of Spanish worldwide, (plus 100 million non-native speakers) and it is the language of  
 21 countries, including most South American countries 
• Spanish is a sought-after language which is important both commercially and culturally.
• Spanish is an ideal complement to both Arts and Science subjects.
• Knowledge of Spanish will provide you with an invaluable life skill.

This new syllabus offers a linear course which means that all exams are taken at the end of the second year of a two-year course. 
There is no coursework or assessments for this new syllabus.

The usual four skills will be examined: Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. Each paper counts for 25 % of the final result.

The topics are varied and interesting and encourage the student to communicate and understand the following themes :

•  Identity and Culture : family, festivals, relationships etc…
•  Local, National and International areas of interest : environment etc…
•  Current Life and Future Life : School Life, Secondary and Tertiary Education, Employment etc…

This course is offered at both Foundation and Higher Levels.
There is also a change in the grading : A* to H has been replaced by 9 to 1.

NB: As well as the online tracking held on our Parent Portal, all language teachers keep a ‘mark book’. This book holds all results of 
any tests. Feedback will be given in the exercise books on the students’ work, homework or tests. 
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SPANISH GCSE 

Meet the Teacher
I am still fascinated by the incredible potential of the Waldorf education system in today’s world. 
After qualifying as a state school teacher, and after having experienced mainstream education 
for a number of years, I realised, over ten years ago, that a holistic approach to education 
was undoubtedly what I wanted to pursue for my professional career, and what I wanted for 
my children’s education. I have been a teacher at Michael Hall since September 2019. Since I 
joined the Michael Hall community, I have been undertaking training to gain a good insight and 
understanding of anthroposophical teachings. I am thoroughly enjoying my experience as a 
Spanish teacher at the school. 
I believe in a holistic approach to education that promotes the physical, mental and spiritual 
aspects of the human experience. At Michael Hall this is done by inspiring the thinking, doing 
and feeling aspects of young people. I believe that my knowledge and teaching experience, 
coupled with anthroposophical teachings and wisdom provides a great combination from which 
students can thrive and develop into their fullest potential.
ingrid.lidberg@michaelhall.co.uk

Ingrid Lidberg



EXAMINATION BOARD
AQA Specification 8698 Foundation/ Higher Tier

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
1 hour weekly, plus regular 10/15 mins independent practice on vocab.

EXAM PAPER
Paper 1: Listening
Understanding and responding to different types of spoken language:
•  Written exam: 35 minutes (Foundation Tier), 45 minutes (Higher Tier)
Paper 2: Speaking
Communicating and interacting effectively in speech for a variety of purposes:
•  7–9 minutes (Foundation Tier) + preparation time 
•  10–12 minutes (Higher Tier) + preparation time
The format is the same at Foundation Tier and Higher Tier, but with different stimulus questions for the Photo card and different 
stimulus materials for the Role-play. The timings are different too:
•  Role-play – (2 minutes at Foundation Tier; 2 minutes at Higher Tier)
•  Photo card – (2 minutes at Foundation Tier; 3 minutes at Higher Tier)
•  General conversation –(3–5 minutes at Foundation Tier; 5–7 minutes at Higher Tier)
Paper 3: Reading
Understanding and responding to different types of written language:
•  Written exam: 45 minutes (Foundation Tier), 1 hour (Higher Tier)
Paper 4: Writing
Communicating effectively in writing for a variety of purposes
•  Written exam: 1 hour (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher Tier)

ONLINE RESOURCES
Kerboodle (they have login access with the books).

HOW WORK IS STORED
In exercise books handed out at the beginning of term.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
None
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half term.  



COURSE CONTENT

GCSE French allows the students to develop their skills in reading, writing, listening and speaking exploring various themes such as 
Identity and Culture always preparing for encounters in French and learning to express oneself about present and future interests. 
Another theme touches upon Local, Regional and Global areas of interest and one more touches upon Current and Future Studies 
and Employment. A first leap into the future.
Each student will receive a folder providing a range of assessment materials including auto marked tests, work sheets and CD’s to 
practise listening skills.
The students will also receive hand-outs on the grade criteria and at the right time speaking and writing core tasks. Appropriate 
poems and literature extracts will ensure that French culture is kept vibrant throughout the course. This new syllabus offers a linear 
course which means that all exams are taken at the end of the second year of a two-year course. 
The topics are varied and interesting and encourage the student to communicate and understand the following themes :

- Identity and Culture : family, festivals, relationships etc…
- Local, National and International areas of interest : environment etc…
- Current Life and Future Life : school life, secondary and tertiary education, employment etc…

This course is still offered at both Foundation and Higher Levels.
There is also a change in the grading : A* to H has been replaced by 9 to 1.
NB: As well as the online tracking held on our Parent Portal, all language teachers keep a ‘mark book’. This book holds all results of 
any tests. Feedback will be given in the exercise books on the students’ work, homework or tests. 

Meet the Teachers
I arrived at Michael Hall having met Francis Edmund (one of the founders of Michael Hall) only with the 
aim to train as a Waldorf teacher and return to teach in Paris... That was 45 years ago! I fell in love with 
the school, my three children got educated here and I am so proud of the way they embraced life as free, 
inspired individuals. I teach French from Class 1 to 12 and it is a joy to create a real awakening to French 

culture and to the way society today has to address so many similar 
questions concerning the wellbeing of the whole humanity.  Of course I 
teach Drama, another source of joy and inspiration which has lead me 
to produce so many plays! 
daniele.gaillemin@michaelhall.co.uk Daniele Gaillemin
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Claude Coote

I came to Michael Hall as a Parent in September 1981. Very soon, I was asked to help new students 
catch up with the students in their classes and from that moment, I was involved with teaching 
French from Class 1 to Class 12 , but specialising from Class 6 to Class 10.
claude.coote@michaelhall.co.uk

FRENCH GCSE 



EXAMINATION BOARD
AQA Specification 8658 Foundation/ Higher Tier

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
(Class 10) 2 hours per week. Regular vocabulary learning and practice of all the skills required for the exam.
(Class 10) 2 hours per week. On a Monday students take notes and plan their own independent revision for Friday and also have 2 
written exercises per week.

EXAM PAPER
Paper 1: Listening 25% of marks
Understanding and responding to different types of spoken language
•  Written exam: 35 minutes (Foundation Tier), 45 minutes (Higher Tier)
Paper 2: Speaking 25% of marks
Communicating and interacting effectively in speech for a variety of purposes
•  7–9 minutes (Foundation Tier) + preparation time 
•  10–12 minutes (Higher Tier) + preparation time
The format is the same at Foundation Tier and Higher Tier, but with different stimulus 
questions for the Photo card and different stimulus materials for the Role-play. The timings are different too:
•  Role-play – (2 minutes at Foundation Tier; 2 minutes at Higher Tier)
•  Photo card – (2 minutes at Foundation Tier; 3 minutes at Higher Tier)
•  General conversation –(3–5 minutes at Foundation Tier; 5–7 minutes at Higher Tier)
Paper 3: Reading 25% of marks
Understanding and responding to different types of written language.
•  Written exam: 45 minutes (Foundation Tier), 1 hour (Higher Tier)
Paper 4: Writing 25% of marks
Communicating effectively in writing for a variety of purposes
•  Written exam: 1 hour (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher Tier)

ONLINE RESOURCES
The course offers an  excellent support in the Kerboodle program (for AQA)

HOW WORK IS STORED
(Class 9) Each pupil has a class work book and a homework book.
(Class 10) In exercise books handed out at the beginning of term. 

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
None
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available via 
the Parent Portal every half term.  



COURSE CONTENT

Why should one study History?
Do you like reading stories?  Finding out what happened and why? If so, then this is the first step towards choosing this subject. 
History is, at its core, the narrative of human adventures on this World. It is about how we, humans, turned out to be the way that 
we are; it is about how and why we acted as we did; it is th story of us then, in the past – far or recent. Are you interested?
The formal learning of History provides you with essential approach/skills applicable to everyday life, that everyone should 
possess: answer questions specifically, using evidence to back up your arguments and judgements; research independently; 
comprehend that very different narratives (viewpoints) could be generated from the very same facts; empathise with other people, 
your human ancestors. 
There are many professions that the study of History would support; but most importantly, it will make you aware of human affairs, 
close and far, in space and time.
    
Why these History topics rather than others?
The selection of Historical periods, events, times is not open-ended: examining boards provide lists of topics and set criteria and 
limits to their combination. My selection of History topics for the students at Michael Hall follows a rationale explained below.
Crime and Punishment gives students the opportunity to see changes over a long period of time, across one thousand years of 
history; the topic will address questions such as: why was trial by ordeal considered to be an apt punishment in the Middle Ages? 
How and why the persecutions of witches occurred? Why did the death penalty decline over time? What about the crimes and 
policing developements at Whitechapel? How was investigation affected by the role of the media? And what about Jack the Ripper? 
These and many other questions will guide the students through a better understanding of how the idea of what the law judges to 
be ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ has changed through time. 
The remaining topics are a selection of key moments in British and World History: the dramatic and violent Norman invasion and 
its consequences are covered in Anglo-Saxon and Norman England; the roots of today’s ‘international order’ determined by the 
post-WW2 decades, known as The Cold War; finally, in Weimar and Nazi Germany we study how a nation emerged from a 
devastating conflict (World War One) as a progressive democracy and later, in a few months, precipitated into one of the worst 
dictatorships in recorded History. 

What do I expect from the students?
Cooperation, participation and nothing but their best, consistent effort every week.

Marco Piotti

Meet the Teacher
I was born in the second half of the 20th century, about two months before the Moon Landing.
My mother came from what was, before the Italian unification, The Kingdom of the Two Sicilies 
and my father was from the Papal State; that exposed me to two set of dialects which were my 
first languages which I spoke with my grandmother at home, in the Marche’s countryside (centre-
east of Italy); there, as a young adult, I studied, completed a year of military training (compulsory 
at the time) and worked (technical designer).
Decades later, in London, I graduated with Honours in History at the Royal Holloway (2002), 
completed my MSc (Politics of the Globalisation) at Birkbeck College (2003) and then the PGCE 
(History, Citizenship and Politics) at the Institute of Education (2005). Since then I have taught 
History, Politics and Geography in both state (about 5 years) and independent (10 years) schools 
across London.
Here, at Michael Hall, I teach History and Geography.
marco.piotti@michaelhall.co.uk
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HISTORY GCSE 



EXAMINATION BOARD
AQA B History specification

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION - 2 hours per fortnight

EXAM PAPERS
Paper 1: Crime and punishment through time, c1000–present ANDWhitechapel c.1870-c.1900: crime, policing and the inner city
30% of GCSE - 1hr 15 - 52 marks in Class 9
Overview
Section A: historic environment Whitechapel c.1870-c.1900: crime, policing and the inner city
Students answer a question that assesses knowledge plus a two-part question based on two provided sources.
Section B: thematic study Crime and punishment through time, c1000–present.
Students answer three questions that assess their knowledge and understanding. The first two questions are compulsory. For the 
third question, students answer one from a choice of two.

Paper 2: Anglo-Saxon and Norman England, c1060–88 AND Superpowers relations and the Cold War, 1941-91
40% of GCSE - 1h 45 - 64 marks in Class 9/10
Overview
Section A: Period study Superpowers relations and the Cold War, 1941-91
Students answer three questions that assess their knowledge and understanding. The first two questions are compulsory. For the 
third question, students select two out of three parts.
Section B: British depth study Anglo-Saxon and Norman England, c1060–88.
Students answer a single three-part question that assesses their knowledge and understanding. The first two parts are compulsory. 
For the third part, students select one from a choice of two.

Paper 3: Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918–39 - 30% of GCSE - 1h 20 - 52 marks in Class 10.
Paper Assessment Overview
Paper 3 assessment overview Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918–39
Section A
Students answer a question based on a provided source and a question that assesses their knowledge and understanding.
Section B
Students answer a single four-part question, based on two provided sources and two provided interpretations.

ONLINE RESOURCES
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zj26n39
https://studywise.co.uk/gcse-revision/history/

HOW WORK IS STORED - Work is stored in a folder given to each student at the beginning of the year.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
Field Trips TBC. Battle Abbey is a likely destination as students will be studying Norman 
England 1066-c1100 in Paper 2.
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OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half term.  



COURSE CONTENT 

At Michael Hall we follow the Edexcel B Geography syllabus. A new specification was introduced in 2016 and first examined in 2018. 
The course aims to lead students to think widely and deeply about the world. Geographical thinking is about asking  questions and 
being independent enquirers, something which is fundamental to Steiner Waldorf education. 

Geographers need to build up good knowledge and understanding of places and also understand how and why our world changes. 
All of these aspects will be developed during the course. To support this we will work to develop their specialist geographical 
language and they will need to employ skills of literacy to express themselves on paper. We also work on numeracy and statistics so 
that we can put  figures on some phenomena and develop the ability to interpret data.

Meet the Teacher
It gives me great pleasure to introduce myself as a future Teacher of Geography at Michael Hall. 
I have been a geography teacher and subject leader for over 14 years. Before training to become 
a teacher, I worked for many years in nursing and care work. As a committed teacher, I am 
passionate about inspiring young people to develop a love of learning and I believe Geography is 
one of the most important subjects to help them make sense of our ever-changing and fascinating 
world. Outside of teaching, my interests and hobbies include gardening, walking, landscape 
painting, dressmaking and vegetarian cookery! As a parent, I value the importance of an education 
that develops the whole child and I am really looking forward to joining Michael Hall and meeting 
the students from September.

samantha.bax@michaelhall.co.uk

Samantha Bax
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GEOGRAPHY GCSE 



EXAMINATION BOARD
Edexcel Specification 1GB0

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
2 hours per fortnight

EXAM PAPER
There will be 3 exams:
1. Global Geographical Issues - 1hr 30mns  37.5% of the total
 3 topics: Hazardous Earth, Development Dynamics and Challenges of an urbanising world
The exam includes multiple-choice, short answer and extended writing questions.

2. UK Geographical Issues - 1hr 30mns  37.5% of the total
 3 topics: The UK’s evolving physical landscape, the UK’s evolving human landscape and geographical investigations 
 (including one physical and one human fieldwork investigation)
The exam includes multiple-choice, short answer and extended writing questions.
 
3. People and Environmental Issues - 1hr 30mns  25% of the total
 4 sections: people and the biosphere, forests under threat, consuming energy
 resources, making a geographical decision.
The exam includes multiple-choice, short answer and extended writing questions.

ONLINE RESOURCES
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zkw76sg
https://studywise.co.uk/gcse-revision/geography/

OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available 
via the Parent Portal every half term.  

HOW WORK IS STORED
Work is stored in a folder given to each student at the beginning of the year.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
There will be a compulsory residential field trip during the course costing approximately
£350.
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BTEC TECHNICAL AWARD IN ART AND DESIGN PRACTICE

Course Content
The BTEC Level 1/Level 2 Tech Award in Art and Design Practice is a  complementary Technical Award and the vocational equivalent 
of a GCSE qualification. It is aimed at students who are interested in any aspect of art, design and craft, including researching ideas 
and working with different tools, materials and processes. The level 2 is graded pass, merit, distinction and distinction* and is 
equivalent to GCSE grades 4 to 8.5.

The qualification focuses on an applied study of the craft sector and learners will gain a broad understanding and knowledge of 
working in the sector. The qualification has been designed to sit alongside the requirements of core GCSE subjects and are 
appropriate for learners who are motivated and challenged by learning through hands-on experiences and through content, which 
is concrete and related directly to those experiences. 
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I am a newly qualified Steiner Waldorf teacher; having completed the Heart of Teaching course at 
the end of 2016. My emphasis during the two year course was teaching Crafts to the Upper and 
Lower schools where I was fully immersed in classes to both observe and practice my teaching.
My background is in fashion; having studied a BA (Hons) in Fashion Design with a focus on 
garment construction and production.  Upon graduation I moved to Hong Kong, where I worked 
with several UK-based designers, assisting them in the design and development of their product.
Having had a taste of Waldorf Education in Hong Kong where I joined a group of pioneering 
parents to begin the first Waldorf Primary School - the urge to explore and gain deeper insight 
into this creative education led me on a path back home to England and to Michael Hall School.
tina.huber@michaelhall.co.uk

Tina Huber

Meet the Teacher



EXAMINATION BOARD
Edexcel BTEC Level 1/Level 2 Tech Award in Art and Design Practice

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION
1 hour per week

EXAM PAPER
This qualification consists of  three units over the two years:
Component 1 - Generating Ideas in Art and Design. 
Component 2 - Develop Practical Skills in Art and Design.
Component 3-  Responding to a Client Brief.

Components 1 and 2 are assessed through internal assessment. 
This style of assessment promotes deep learning by ensuring the connection between 
knowledge and practice. The components focus on:

•  the development of core knowledge and understanding of a range of art and design work and practice, and the key   
 features that contribute to them, such as practitioners’ processes, skills and techniques
•  the development and application of skills, such as practical skills, communication and project management
•  reflective practice through the development of skills and techniques that allow learners to respond to evaluation, testing   
 and feedback and identify areas for improvement.

Component 3, the one external assessment, provides the main synoptic assessment for the qualification. Component 3 builds 
directly on Components 1 and 2, and enables learning to be brought together and related to a real-life situation.
Component 3: Responding to a Client Brief requires learners to select and integrate learning from across the qualification 
including generating ideas and developing art and design skills and techniques in response to a client brief and stimulus, 
developing a portfolio and final response for a specified audience.

ONLINE RESOURCES
None.

OUR TRACKING
I use the School’s Tracking System every 3 weeks and individual progress sheets.

HOW WORK IS STORED
Work is stored on the ICT system, in an A3 folder and in the workshop.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
We may join the Art trips, visit the Design Museum and get guest speakers in. 
No extra equipment.
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PSYCHOLOGY GCSE

Emmeline Hawker

For as long as I can remember I’ve been interested in psychology and enthusiastically did my 
degree in Psychology and Counselling. After having children, I taught psychology A-level at Reigate 
Sixth Form College, which is a Beacon college, before coming to Michael Hall ten years ago as a 
trainee Waldorf Steiner teacher after discovering and becoming very interested in Waldorf Steiner 
education. As well as teaching Psychology in the Upper School I am also Assistant Principal. 
emmeline.hawker@michaelhall.co.uk

Meet the Teacher

Course Content
The psychology GCSE specification focuses on the topics of memory, perception (including optical illusions), development (including 
how we learn), research methods, social influence, language and communication, brain and neuropsychology and psychological 
problems (covering addiction and depression).

The idea of the specification is for the students to understand the psychological ideas, processes, procedures and theories in 
relation to this content and apply psychological knowledge and understanding in a range of contexts. Students will analyse and 
evaluate the content and make judgements, draw conclusions and produce developments or refinements of psychological 
procedures.

We will look at how psychological knowledge and ideas change over time and how these inform our understanding of human 
behaviour. We will also look at the contribution of psychology to an understanding of individual, social and cultural diversity.
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Sam Bayley

I have been teaching for fifteen years, starting my 
career at St Alban’s College as a psychology lecturer. I then went on 
to be in charge of psychology at Wanstead High School where I also held position as Deputy Head 
of Sixth form. From there I became Head of Psychology at Westhatch High School. I took some time 
off to look after my children but managed to squeeze in some exam invigilating and exam marking, 
so I understand the process of A-Levels from the beginning to the end.  I have taught a range of 
syllabus but am now teaching my favourite syllabus, AQA at Michael Hall as well as adult courses at 
Tunbridge Wells College and an online A-Level course for students with mental health issues.
sam.bayley@michaelhall.co.uk



EXAMINATION BOARD
AQA

EXAM PAPER
2 Papers:

Paper 1 Cognition and Behaviour
Section A - Memory 25 marks
Section B - Perception 25 marks
Section C - Development 25 marks
Section D - Research Methods 25 marks

Paper 2 Social context and Behaviour
Section  A - Social Influence 25 marks
Section B - Language, thought and Communication 25 marks
Section C - Brain and neuropsychology 25 marks
Section D - Psychological problems 25 marks

HOMEWORK EXPECTATION - 1 hour a week, set on Wednesday to be handed in the following Monday.
This will be either a worksheet, structured essay or exam question practice.

ONLINE RESOURCES
The specification and information about the course can be found at https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/psychology/gcse/psychology-8182
The students should also create a Brainscape account as bespoke flashcards have been created for the Michael Hall psychology students. A link 
is emailed to their school account for these flashcards. These flashcards use psychological research into memory to optimise revision.

HOW WORK IS STORED
A purple folder will be provided to contain all the essays, homework and worksheets.

TRIPS OUTINGS AND EXTRA EQUIPMENT
None

OUR TRACKING
Target grades will be decided in collaboration with students. When tracking, the teacher will give a “traffic light” colour for each 
student to indicate how they are progressing 
towards their target grade in their exam subjects. This information will be available via the Parent Portal every half-term.  
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www.michaelhall.co.uk - contact@michaelhall.co.uk - 01342 822275
Kidbrooke Park, Priory Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5JA


